
WORKSHOP

ROLE CLARITY
Beyond the Job
Description
This one-day strategic workshop focusses on the areas of neglect that can creep in with any sales 
team. Just like a guitar needs tuning up, so does the sales function. Often ‘winging it’ or ‘just work it 
out’ is the mantra but when clarity around the role, purpose around expectations and priorities of 
responsibilities is highlighted, performance increases exponentially.
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Creating Sales Smart Cultures



The one day Role Clarity Workshop that Bernadette facilitated for our business was extremely 
beneficial. It set us up with clarity around key roles, activities relating to those roles and metrics to 
measure activities and in doing so provided our business with even more focus and momentum.

James Woodyatt, Joint MD, CDK Stone

1. Gaining clarity around roles and responsibilities creates a collaborative and accountability-based
 environment that highlights purpose and activity

2. This workshop will lead to and enable team members to hold themselves accountable and be more
 self-disciplined

3. It will leave you with a workable document that will serve for onboarding purposes as well as being
 an interdepartmental reference, great for peer to peer accountability as well

4. When recruiting, this documented process will also give greater clarity around operational outcomes
 that will feed into a job description ensuring you hire talent aligned to your business

5. It will also provide a potential checklist for leaders in meeting structures and with 90 day plans that
 will ensure outcomes and results are tangible and forward moving

This one-day workshop will augment your existing processes, allow accountability to replace the need 
to micromanage and change the way you engage with your team. It will focus on KPIs and KPAs to 
create high performing momentum.

• The business leader or business owner will now have a process to run in concert with any group or
 individual to achieve outcomes

• Sales leaders who are wanting to hold their team accountable to activities and not just numbers,
 now have a way to do this whereby the salesperson buys in, agreeing to outcomes without any
 conflict

• Salespeople now have a process that is ‘best practice’ and because of this they will know how to
 measure their own progress consistently when it comes to role purpose and key performance activities

INVESTMENT
$5,500 per day (includes a playbook and templates)

VALUE RECEIVED FROM ‘BOOTS ON THE GROUND’

Book Your Role Clarity Session Workshop Today on +61 3 9746 2171

WHAT MAKES THIS DIFFERENT? 
One of the biggest challenges a business faces is role clarity. Business outcomes can only really be 
achieved when the individual not only has clarity around their own roles and responsibilities, they also 
have clarity around how their behaviours and activities impact others and how they are, in turn, 
impacted by the roles and responsibilities of others.
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